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Subject: Request for Fair & Transparent Appointment Process to Rye Conservation Commission for All Citizens
March 23, 2020
Board of Selectmen
Town of Rye
10 Central Road
Rye, NH 03870
Ref: Request for Fair & Transparent Appointment Process to Rye Conservation Commission for All Citizens
I read the agenda for tonight’s BOS meeting. It is disappointing that the BOS is considering the reappointment of RCC
members tonight when there has not been any public posting that the terms were coming up and no other residents have
been afforded the opportunity to apply. Considering the following, it seems prudent that the BOS interviews and appoints
RCC members based on diversity, objectivity, skill set and experience:
1. The RCC is entrusted with millions of dollars of taxpayer money, yet the BOS has little authority over the RCC. No
governing body does so it’s imperative that it is a well-balanced group of diverse, objective people who respectfully
challenge each other, not all vote the same and require that members who have conflicts of interest to recuse
themselves and not push personal agendas.
2. Although required, yet waived by the BOS, the RCC does not always get appraisals, land surveys and/or conduct
public hearings for acquisitions. This has resulted in use of funds that may not be supported by taxpayers,
overpayment for land that has little or no development potential, easements that have no value, lack of adequate
access to conservation land and, in some cases, deals that benefited individuals.
3. The RCC files are disorganized, in some cases files cannot be found, are missing important information such as
appraisals, land surveys, easements, final signed documents related to purchase and sale, etc. If Rye residents ask to
review the RCC files, they are often rebuffed, told that files are at a member’s home, they cannot find them, or given
incomplete files, etc.
4. The RCC does not follow best practices outlined by the NH Association of Conservation Commissions, has no bylaws,
written policies and procedures, even though they have been asked for years by voters to ensure there is a
transparent and fair process for all Rye residents.
5. For years there has not been a fair process for Rye residents to be considered to serve as an RCC member. Several
RCC members have dominated, controlled the commission for over a decade, and at times been disrespectful,
dismissive to others that are not like them and/or do not agree with them and have acted on behalf of the RCC when
there is clearly a conflict of interest. When members’ three-year terms are up, they are just reappointed without any
chance for any other Rye residents to be interviewed by the BOS and considered for appointment. This is a missed
opportunity to appoint diverse, objective members who have stronger skill sets that would benefit the town and all its
citizens. Members who would also have the time and ability to ensure the town does not overpay for land, best
practices, procedures and bylaws are put in place and followed, files are complete, etc.
In other NH communities, there is transparency and fair process for appointment to Conservation Commissions. There
also bylaws that stop people from dominating a commission for decades, allowing fresh ideas, new skill sets and
innovative ways of doing things. I ask that the BOS take the lead with this glaring issue, postpone the reappointment of
the members tonight, ensure that a fair, transparent process is put in place, so all Rye citizens have an opportunity apply,
be interview by the BOS and serve based on qualifications. In closing, I ask that this email be read at tonight’s meeting
during the public comment section. I also ask that this email be included in the minutes of the meeting that are sent out
electronically as well as posted to the town’s website. Thank you.
Respectfully - Shawn
Shawn Joyce
PO Box 5
Rye, NH 03870

